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LURIE UNVEILS TRANSFORMATIVE RESTRUCTURING OF
CITY BUREAUCRACY TO FIX SAN FRANCISCO AND STAMP

OUT CORRUPTION
New Plan Centralizes Contract Management and Oversight, Streamlines Construction

Management, and Ends a Broken Permit System

SAN FRANCISCO– Today, Daniel Lurie announced a comprehensive and actionable
accountability plan to overhaul a failing city bureaucracy, stamp out corruption, and
ensure City Hall finally starts delivering measurable results. Without addressing the
underlying problems in city government’s foundation, San Francisco will never be
successful in providing solutions on public safety, homelessness, small business,
housing production and more. The three pillars of the plan are centralizing contracts to
end the era of departments functioning as independent fiefdoms, reforming
construction management, and overhauling the permitting process. Lurie's
accountability plan will address the systemic inefficiencies and absent coordination that
have plagued the city and bred a culture of corruption.

“We can’t fix San Francisco without fixing a broken city government that blocks
progress and rewards corruption,” said Daniel Lurie, a longtime non-profit
executive, father of two, and lifelong Democrat. “My plan restores
accountability, speeds permitting for new housing and businesses, and reduces
construction impacts on our neighborhoods. From public safety to housing
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affordability and homelessness, these reforms will finally enable us to get results on
the biggest issues plaguing San Francisco.”

As the only integrated city and county in the state with a nearly $15 billion budget and
over 33,000 employees, San Francisco should have unparalleled levels of coordinated
service delivery and collaboration. From out-of-control spending on non-profits that are
not getting results to Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), the Nightmare on Taraval
Street, Toiletgate, or the five years and $500,000 the city spent on trash can designs
that were later tossed, San Franciscans suffer from a bureaucracy that can’t get out of its
own way. Critically, a recent state report found it takes longer and costs more to build
housing in San Francisco than anywhere else in California.

“The City Hall insiders I’m running against created the dark spaces for corruption to
grow like mold,” added Lurie. “Since January of 2016, they made changes to a total
of 4,516 sections of the municipal code. They nibbled around the edges,
rubber-stamped countless unaccountable contracts, and lacked the creativity and
courage to change the system itself.”

Daniel Lurie’s comprehensive plan to reform the city’s bureaucracy is as follows:

1. Centralize contract management and oversight into a specialized unit of
experts to oversee the $5 billion of taxpayer money that goes out the door each
year.

2. Reform the Broken Permitting Process and the Department of Building
Inspection to bring transparency into the shadows and end the need to hire
“permit expediters.”

3. Streamline construction management to centralize planning and
coordination to avoid debacles like the Nightmare on Taraval Street and a $1.7
million public toilet.

Click HERE or see below to read Lurie’s detailed plan and see what experts
and community leaders are saying about his transformational proposal:

“The ongoing construction on Taraval Street has taken a significant toll on small
businesses like mine. We've lost over 30% of our revenue, leading to layoffs and
uncertainty for our employees,” said Lok Lei, owner of Smile House Cafe on
Taraval Street. “There has been a lack of urgency from the departments leading the
construction, and there has been little to no communication on when the project is set
to end. City Hall needs to do more to support businesses during these disruptions.
Daniel Lurie's commitment to real change gives me hope for a better future for San
Francisco."
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“We need to build. Daniel will bring new ideas to implement accountability and
certainty in the land use entitlement process and smart growth to develop
communities for all San Franciscans to live, work, and play,” said Allan Low, Real
Estate and Land Use Partner at Perkins Coie.

“Lack of contract management and centralized responsibility have created significant
issues dealing with non-profits in San Francisco. Centralizing contracts is a great first
step but it’s a significant endeavor and needs dedicated commitment from top down to
succeed,” said Ditka Reiner, expert on technology and service contracts and
negotiations. “Talking to Daniel, its clear he’s committed to and understands the
complexities of creating an effective process that will streamline oversight, ensure that
taxpayer dollars are used efficiently and services are delivered as expected to the
benefit of the recipients. These proposals are a crucial first step to restoring credibility
and accountability to the non-profit relationships.”

“My husband and I experienced many challenges in navigating construction
disruptions near our restaurant on Taraval Street. The lack of communication and
support from city officials left us feeling helpless and deeply affected our business,”
said Mandy Chen, owner of 8 Immortal Seafood on Taraval Street. “I
believe Daniel Lurie has the empathy and dedication to address these issues and
provide better leadership for San Francisco’s small businesses.”
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Daniel Lurie was born and raised in San Francisco. He founded Tipping Point
Community in 2005. Under his direction as CEO, Tipping Point has raised over half a
billion dollars to help house, employ, educate and support hundreds of thousands of
Bay Area families. Last year alone, Tipping Point provided over six thousand people
with services that either helped them transition out of homelessness or prevented them

from experiencing it.

Last year, he co-founded the Civic Joy Fund, an organization that aims to increase
civic engagement and assist in the economic recovery of San Francisco. Daniel also led

efforts to construct an 100% affordable housing development with union labor on
Bryant Street that came in on-time and under budget.

Former Mayor Ed Lee selected Daniel in 2013 to lead the San Francisco Bay Area
Super Bowl 50 Host Committee, an effort that brought over $240 million in economic
impact to the region. Following the devastating fires in the North Bay in 2017, Daniel
and Tipping Point partnered with 90 Bay Area business and community leaders to
organize Band Together – a benefit concert that raised $17 million for those hardest

hit by the deadly fires. In total, Tipping Point’s Emergency Fire Relief Fund raised over
$34 million.

Lurie is a lifelong Democrat. He lives in San Francisco with his wife Becca and two
school-aged children.


